
Home Learning Term 6 week 4  Sunflowers 

This week we will look at the book Shark In The Park, continuing with our theme ‘What 
can we discover in the Ocean?’ 

You can watch it read following this linkhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ketu-SWDyD0  

I will record my own reading of the story for you to watch as part of ‘being an author’, in 
the week. 

Please remember to put your learning in your diary.  We are still enjoying your posts and 
videos!  

 

Note: We usually plan reflectively and in the moment. This means that we follow children’s 
interests through their play and extend their learning in that moment, or reflectively the next day, 
through planning new activities.  Therefore as well as exploring these home learning ideas, it is 
important to play alongside your child and give them the time to follow their own interests.  

    

 

 

Be an artist…. 

Try making a foil and paint ocean 
painting.  Tape some tin foil to some 
card.  Then brush with paint and if 
you have some, add glitter.  You could 
then wait for it to dry and stick on 
some drawings of under the sea 
creatures!  This person has used 
stickers. Remember to post your 
creations on ILD! 

Phase 1 Phonics Game Environment Sounds 

What Can You Hear? 

In the story Shark in The Park, Timothy Pope 
looked through his telescope at what he 
could see.  Try listening when you go out 
instead!  

Go on a walk with family.  What sounds can 
you hear?  Or try this listening game! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2A6Ca_H
ZUQ 
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Be an author 

Listen to the story Shark in the Park! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ketu-
SWDyD0 

I will also read this story for you in the week.  
I will send you the link to our school You tube 
Channel. 

 

 

 

Be a Mathematician 

When Timothy Pope looks through his 
telescope, he can see parts of objects.  Lots 
of them look like shapes that we know- a 
triangle, circles and squares.  This week 
try making some of these 2D shapes using 
a small tray and some flour.  You can 
draw these shapes in the flour using your 
finger. Use the shape mat to help you on 
our web page. 

Be a mathematician 

Try this fun shape activity at home!  You 
need an adult to play with, some Lego 
or blocks and really good noticing 
skills. 

https://nrich.maths.org/14690 
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Be an Engineer! 

Timothy Pope took a telescope into 
the park!  This week I challenge you 
to make your own telescope!  Let me 
know what you find when you take 
your telescope out on a walk with 
you……hopefully it won’t be a 
shark!! 

Tape some tubes together – an old 
toilet roll, kitchen roll etc. and then 
decorate with tape, patterned paper 
or paint! 

 

 

 

 

Be an athlete! 

Continuing with Kids yoga 
try…Yoga Pose Universe! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho9uttOZdOQ 
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